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h i g h l i g h t s

� A novel algorithm for hybrid electric powertrain intelligent sizing is introduced and applied.
� The proposed CAPSO algorithm is capable of finding the real optimal result with much higher reputation.
� Logistic mapping is the most effective strategy to build CAPSO.
� The CAPSO gave more reliable results and increased the efficiency by 1.71%.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper firstly proposed a novel HEV sizing method using the Chaos-enhanced Accelerated Particle
Swarm Optimization (CAPSO) algorithm and secondly provided a demonstration on sizing a series hybrid
electric powertrain with investigations of chaotic mapping strategies to achieve the global optimization.
In this paper, the intelligent sizing of a series hybrid electric powertrain is formulated as an integer multi-
objective optimization issue by modelling the powertrain system. The intelligent sizing mechanism
based on APSO is then introduced, and 4 types of the most effective chaotic mapping strategy are inves-
tigated to upgrade the standard APSO into CAPSO algorithms for intelligent sizing. The evaluation of the
intelligent sizing systems based on standard APSO and CAPSOs are then performed. The Monte Carlo
analysis and reputation evaluation indicate that the CAPSO outperforms the standard APSO for finding
the real optimal sizing result with much higher reputation, and CAPSO with logistic mapping strategy
is the most effective algorithm for HEV powertrain components intelligent sizing. In addition, this paper
also performs the sensitivity analysis and Pareto analysis to help engineers customize the intelligent siz-
ing system.

� 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

The hybrid electric vehicle has been proposed as a promising
alternative to the IC engine in tackling the energy consumption,
environmental and global warming issues facing the automotive
industry. Due to the increasingly stringent emission regulations
(i.e. CO, CO2, HC, NOx, etc.) and the fierce competition between
automotive manufacturers, hybrid electric vehicle’s subsystems
require hybrid components working more cooperatively to
enhance the performance, i.e. hybrid propulsion systems [1],
hybrid energy storage systems [2,3], hybrid braking systems
[4,5], etc. Consequently, with the increasing number of hybrid
components, traditional manual sizing methods are inefficient
and hard to use in finding the real optimal solution, and engineers

may even be confused about how to find an optimal configuration
from variant topologies. Recently, intelligent sizing methods have
emerged, and have been demonstrated as suitable for sizing and
optimizing the vehicle system automatically.

Dynamic Programming (DP) is a very basic and commonly used
intelligent methodology for solving the optimal process control
problems in hybrid electric vehicle systems [6–8]. Although DP
could always find the optimal global best solution by solving the
nonlinear, non-convex models of the components consisting of
continuous and integer optimization variables, DP has two main
limitations which make DP an improper method for solving
multi-variable and multi-objective components sizing problems.
The biggest limitation of DP is that the computation time increases
exponentially with the number of the components to be sized
(input variables), and as a consequence DP is usually used to deal
with the optimal control issue which contains no more than two
input variables [9,10]. The other limitation is that DP cannot
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directly include the component sizing into the optimization.
Instead, DP has to run in several loops to obtain the optimal control
over a grid of component sizes [11].

Convex optimization [12] is another type of back-propagation
intelligent method apart from DP. Convex optimization is capable
of overcoming the limitation of the size of state variables and
obtain the global best solution rapidly. However, engineers are
required to have a very solid background in convex modelling
and need to validate that the optimization issue could be formu-
lated into a convex model [13]. According to evidence of using con-
vex optimization to size hybrid electric vehicle components
[13,14], convex optimization cannot deal with integer variables,
however, in engineering practice, engineers are often required to
find integer results, e.g. the number of battery cells and the num-
ber of ultra-capacitor cells.

Solving the optimisation problems in automotive engineering
using meta-heuristic algorithms is an emerging field of study
[15]. Compared with other metaheuristic algorithms (i.e. Genetic
Algorithm [16], SPEA-II [17], Artificial Bees Algorithm [18], Ant Col-
ony Algorithm [19], etc.), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
requires fewer parameters to be tuned and less computational
efforts for multi-objective optimization [20]. PSO also has the capa-
bility of dealing with integer variables [14,21] and is widely used in
intelligent sizing and multi-objective optimization in the automo-
tive industry [21–26]. In order to accelerate PSO’s convergence
property, accelerated particle swarm optimization (APSO) is pro-
posed, and evidences have showed that optimizing HEV with stan-
dard APSO outperforms the one with PSO [27,28] in solving integer
multi-objective optimization issues. Nevertheless, in real engineer-
ing practice, similar to most metaheuristic methods, APSO algo-
rithm sometimes forces the agents to fall into local optima
instead of global optima. This phenomenon leads to divergent
results when sizing the components using the same scenario at dif-
ferent times; in other words, this phenomenon makes the sizing
results inconsistent.

Recently, chaotic mapping strategies have emerged to enhance
the chaos stability of metaheuristic algorithms [21,29,30]. The
chaotic mapping is based on ergodicity, stochastic properties and
regularity of the chaos. The chaotic mapping could create some
occasional ‘accidents’ or randomly accept some worse solution

which could help the stochastically created point in the main algo-
rithm to escape from local optima [31]. Therefore, this paper intro-
duces chaotic mapping strategies to upgrade APSO into CAPSOs,
and the CAPSO algorithms are applied in the intelligent sizing for
the following reasons: (1) as an upgrade version of APSO, CAPSOs
are capable of fast solving integer multi-objective optimization
issue like intelligent sizing; (2) CAPSOs use chaotic mapping strat-
egy to tune the attraction parameter of APSO dynamically so that it
could obtain the optimal sizing result with higher reputation.

To evaluate the performance of the novel proposed method, this
paper demonstrates the intelligent sizing of a heavy-duty series
hybrid electric powertrain. Series hybrid electric powertrain is a
very common-used powertrain configuration (especially in
heavy-duty application) for it could take the full advantage of elec-
tric drive. In addition, series hybrid electric powertrain has much
in common with other types of powertrain configuration in terms
of electric power conversion and management. Nevertheless, the
proposed methodology could be also applied in other topologies
of hybrid electric powertrain by using different powertrain models
to predict their performance.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the
intelligent sizing is designed as a multi-objective optimization
problem of choosing optimal combination of battery cell number,
ultra-capacitor cell number and engine displacement for a series
hybrid electric vehicle. The present problem is formulated by mod-
elling one case study of sizing a series hybrid electric vehicle. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the methodology of intelligent sizing using APSO
and CAPSOs. The performance of intelligent sizing methods is eval-
uated by Monte Carlo Analysis and reputation evaluation in Sec-
tion 4. Section 4 also provides the sensitivity analysis and Pareto
analysis of the proposed system from data mining by CAPSO to
help engineers customize the intelligent sizing system. Section 5
discusses the results and states the conclusions.

2. Problem formulation

2.1. The system

This paper demonstrates sizing a heavy-duty series hybrid elec-
tric vehicle’s powertrain presented in Fig. 1. The battery package,

Nomenclature

P power (kW)
v velocity (km/h)
m mass (kg)
x rotation speed (rad/s)
V voltage (V)
Vol volume (L)
g efficiency
c command signal
dis displacement (L)
J optimization objective
w weight value
k eigenvalue
A characteristic matrix
i iteration index
Sc speed of convergence
b attraction parameter
I current (A)
Q capacity (kW h)
n number of
D nominal gradient

SOC state of charge
SOE state of energy

Subscripts
uc ultra-capacitor cell
bc battery cell
up ultra-capacitor package
bp battery package
link DC-link
tow towing
tm traction motor
w wheel
ice internal combustion engine
egu engine generator union
opt: optimal
apso accelerated particle swarm optimization
capso Chaos-enhanced APSO
dem demand
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